March 27, 2017 – Pull-Tab Games/Dispensing Device Stolen

Three pull-tab games, dispensing device and all, were stolen from the Bears Den (Northern Pine Riders) in Bruno.

Stolen Games: **PORCH CRAWLER**, TP 5946P-MN, SERIAL #5L26355  
**TOUGH BREAK**, AN 3021C-MN, SERIAL #5Y32178  
**WILD ONE**, TP 5765Q-MN, SERIAL #5L60823

**Organizations should be aware that someone may try to redeem the tickets. If someone attempts to redeem at your site:**

1. Do not redeem the ticket(s).
2. Retain the ticket(s) if possible.
3. Identify the person attempting to redeem the ticket(s) by their driver’s license by either scanning it or writing down the information from the license before giving it back.
4. Attempt to obtain a description and license plate number of any vehicle the suspect is driving, if possible.

Notify local police of the suspect’s attempt to redeem the ticket(s) as soon as possible.